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A giant ontrollable gap in the optial spetrum of a semiondutor laser subjet to
intense feedbak with rotated polarization.
Noam Gross, Zav Shotan, Tal Galfsky, and Lev Khaykovih
Department of Physis, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan, 52900 Israel,
A semiondutor laser subjet to delayed optial feedbak is investigated in the limit of extremely
intense feedbak power. In a range of feedbak polarization rotation angles the emission spetra of
the laser reveal a giant gap with width of more than a terahertz. The position of the gap and its width
are shown to be regulated by means of feedbak polarization rotation angle. We demonstrate that a
theoretial approah, based on arrier density grating indued potential, explains our experimental
results.
PACS numbers:
A semiondutor laser (SL) subjet to optial feed-
bak is a most popular playground for fundamental un-
derstanding of physis of delay systems. A rih variety
of nonlinear dynamis phenomena has been observed in
dierent experimental setups and new dynamial states
have been reently reported [1, 2, 3℄. Despite the omplex
behavior generally observed in delayed systems, a num-
ber of shemes were proposed and experimentally realized
to govern the indued dynamis. Optial feedbak from
an external avity was shown to ontrol unstable steady
states in a multisetion single-mode laser [4℄. Another
notable all optial ontrol mehanism was demonstrated,
by means of a frequeny dependent feedbak, to produe
ontrolled frequeny osillations [6℄ and frequeny bista-
bility [5℄. In most of the above ases a single-mode Lang-
Kobayshi rate equation approah [7℄ was suient to de-
sribe the experimental results.
Multi-mode dynamis of a SL subjet to optial feed-
bak is generally less regulative and its theoretial anal-
ysis is more demanding. Dierent aspets of this om-
pliated problem have been investigated experimentally
[8, 9℄ and several theoretial models were suggested to ad-
dress these results [10, 11, 12℄. Exeptional features har-
aterize the multi-mode dynamis, suh as antiphase in-
tensity osillations of the longitudinal modes (in a regime
of weak feedbak) [8, 11℄ and the appearane of unusually
broadband optial spetrum [9℄.
In this Letter we show a remarkably ontrollable and
unexplored regime of nonlinear multi-mode dynamis.
We investigate a high power SL subjet to an optial feed-
bak in a long external avity onguration. Our setup is
unique in that it employs an extremely intense and vari-
ably rotated polarization feedbak. In fat, the feedbak
is so strong that the external avity dominates the inter-
nal one whih is in lear violation of the Lang-Kobayshi
rate equations assumption. Under these onditions and
in a spei range of polarization rotation angles, the
laser emission is haraterized by an unusual broadband
optial spetrum (up to ∼ 3 nm) and thus by a short
oherene length (∼ 100 µm). Optial spetra measure-
ments reveal a distant two peak struture roughly en-
tered at the wavelength of the solitary laser. The split-
ting in the spetrum is more than one terahertz wide,
whih exeeds by two orders of magnitude all previously
reported optial spetrum modulations for similar single-
feedbak onditions [3, 6, 13℄. We show the ability to
ontrol the width and position of the splitting by means
of feedbak polarization angle rotation. In losely related
set of oherene length measurements we identify multi-
peak strutures whih orrespond to a long wavelength
modulation of the gain medium spetrum.
To model the experimental results we use a theoretial
approah that assumes slow free arrier diusion rates
and, thus, predits the formation of arrier density grat-
ing inside the laser avity with periodiity imposed by
the standing wave of lasing modes [11, 14℄. The grating
indues periodi modulation of the gain medium refra-
tive index whih opens a gap in the optial spetrum of
the laser. We alulate the band-gap struture of the in-
dued potential and nd that its qualitative behavior and
key quantitative values explain our experimental results.
Our ability to hange the gap position and its width in-
diates high level of ontrol over the strength of periodi
potential via a rotation of the feedbak polarization an-
gle.
In our experiments we use a Fabry-Pérot SL emitting
45 mW of power at 663 nm (ML101J8). We operate the
laser at maximum power whih requires the driving ur-
rent to be well above the threshold urrent. There is no
speial anti-reetion oating added to the laser. The
avity length is ∼1 mm and the longitudinal mode spa-
ing is ∼45 GHz (refrative index of the gain medium is
n = 3.3). An optial feedbak is ahieved by introduing
a mirror 2.3 m away whih simply reets bak the output
power of the laser (see Fig.1). A lens is loated in front
of the mirror to improve modemathing of the feedbak
beam prole onto the output faet of the laser, therefore
enhaning feedbak power. We work at maximum optial
feedbak level whih orresponds to a redution in laser
threshold urrent by 20% (measured in the regular feed-
bak onguration, i.e. with no polarization rotation).
At this level the external avity dominates the internal
one whih is indiated in dramati redution of feedbak
indued noise in laser output power and narrowing of the
optial spetrum. The optial feedbak path inludes a
quarter-wave plate to allow exible polarization rotation
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Figure 1: A shemati representation of the experimental
setup. A λ/4 waveplate in the optial feedbak path allows for
exible polarization rotation to any angle. 4% of light is re-
eted to a Mah-Zender interferometer for oherene length
measurements. Another 4% is reeted to an Optial Spe-
trum Analyzer (OSA). BS - Beam Splitter; M - mirror; TS -
translation stage; PD - Photodetetor.
by any angle between 0
0
(same polarization) and 90
0
(or-
thogonal polarization). About 4% of the output power,
split by a glass, is used as an input signal to an optial
spetrum analyzer. Another 4% of the output power is
used in a Mah-Zender interferometer to measure oher-
ene length of the laser, while polarization of the light is
leaned at the entrane by a polarizer. In one beam path
of the interferometer a prism is installed on a high pre-
ision piezo-motor translation stage whih allows 20 mm
san of the optial path dierene with spaial resolution
of 2 µm. Coherene length is evaluated by measuring the
extension of a normalized rst order orrelation funtion
(g(1)), i.e. interferene fringe visibility. One of the mir-
rors of the interferometer is vibrated mehanially to run
interferene fringes on a pin-hole detetor.
Measurements of g(1) funtion, for spei values of
feedbak polarization rotation angles (750, 770, 820, 830),
are shown in Fig.2(a)-(d). The ommon feature of these
measurements is a learly visible multi-peak struture
with pronouned seondary revivals at distanes signif-
iantly shorter than the laser avity length. For lower
and higher rotation angles the g(1) funtion indiates no
suh sharp multi-peak struture but a smooth and broad
single-peak behavior. In Fig. 2() (820) the best ontrast
of the multi-peak struture is presented. At zero optial
path dierene the fringe visibility is above 95%. Fast
initial fall o, at ∼100 µm, is followed by a revival at
∼250 µm. A number of visible revivals our at multi-
ples of the rst revival distane. In Fig.2(a),(b),(d) it
is seen that while the general multi-peak struture of
the g(1) is preserved, eah peak broadens and the re-
vival distanes derease slightly. The observed intriguing
multi-peak behavior of the orrelation funtion suggest a
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Figure 2: First order orrelation funtion (a)-(d) and the or-
responding optial spetra (e)-(h) are shown for dierent feed-
bak polarization angles (a),(e) - 75
0
; (b),(f) - 77
0
; (),(g) -
82
0
; (d),(h) - 83
0
. Notie that the gap in the optial spetra
broadens and moves towards higher energies for lower polar-
ization angles.
nontrivial gain medium spetrum prole whih is neither
Gaussian nor a trunated Gaussian. In fat, to reprodue
these results an additional long wavelength modulation
of the gain medium spetrum is required. In Fig.3(a)-()
we show simulations of the g(1) funtion that bear resem-
blane to the experimental results (Fig.2(a)-(d)). The
simulations are based on initial guess-work of the gain
medium spetrum proles whih are shown in Fig.3(d)-
(f). All proles predit the existene of a gap in the
optial spetrum.
To verify the orretness of our guess-work we measure
the optial spetrum using an optial spetrum analyzer
(see Fig.1). A striking similarity to our preditions is ev-
ident in Fig. 2(e)-(h) where the laser optial spetrum
was measured for dierent feedbak polarization angles.
A gap in the spetrum is learly visible and, most signif-
iantly, its position and width an be easily altered by a
simple rotation of the feedbak polarization angle. At 830
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Figure 3: Theoretially simulated optial spetra and their
orresponding rst order orrelation funtions.
(Fig.2(h)) the gap is entered at ∼663.5 nm and its width
is less than 1 nm. For lower polarization angles the gap
widens and moves towards shorter wavelengths (higher
energies). At 750 (Fig.2(e)) it is entered at ∼662.9 nm
and its width is ∼1.5 nm whih is onsistent with ∼25
onsequent forbidden longitudinal modes. For higher and
lower polarization angles the observed spetrum was es-
sentially gapless. When the gap is loated in the middle
of the spetrum (Fig.2(g)), the best ontrast of the mul-
tipeak struture of the rst order orrelation funtion is
ahieved (Fig.2()).
To interpret our results we assume the ondition of
slow diusion of the gain medium free arriers. Thus
a standing wave in the laser avity imprints a arrier
density grating whih, in turn, indues periodi modu-
lation of the gain medium refrative index. This modu-
lation imposes a forbidden energy-gap on the laser spe-
tra. In order to pereive this gap, modulation strength
redution is neessary (see below). Our experimental ap-
proah allows tuning of the modulation strength in a way
similar to the twisted-mode tehnique [15℄. Two identi-
al ounter-propagating beams reate an intensity stand-
ing wave when their polarizations are parallel, whereas a
polarization gradient is formed if they are orthogonal.
The latter ase produes a standing-wave pattern with
no eletri eld nodes. If formed in a laser avity, it
erases traes of spatial hole-burning due to the onstant
wave intensity, hene reduing arrier density grating's
depth. By rotating the polarization of the fed-bak light,
i.e. hanging the relative intensities of the TE-TM polar-
izations, we eetively regulate the modulation strength,
resulting in a well ontrolled 1-dimensional (1D) periodi
potential.
To make a quantitative analysis we represent the in-
dued periodi potential in terms of dieletri funtion
ε(x):
ε(x) = εm(1 + ∆sin
2(2pix/a)), (1)
where εm is the dieletri onstant of the gain medium,
a = λ/2 is the period of modulation and ∆ is the modu-
lation amplitude. A 1D single mode Maxwell's equation
for the eletri eld propagation in the periodially mod-
ulated medium
d2E
dx2
−
(ω0
c
)2
ε(x)E = 0, (2)
where ω0 = kc and k = 2pi/λ, an be readily redued to
a familiar form of a well known Mathieu equation:
d2E
dx′2
−
1
4
εm((1 +
∆
2
)−
∆
2
cos(2x′))E = 0, (3)
where x′ = 2kx [16℄.
Let us point out that the arrier density grating in
a multimode laser avity show more ompliated stru-
ture than that of a simple single-mode standing wave.
Mode beating produes long-wavelength spatial variation
whih periodiity depends on the number of exiting lon-
gitudinal modes [11℄. A single-mode approah is a good
approximation in the ase of relatively small number of
modes. From our measurements we estimate that ∼ 25
modes exist in the avity, hene produing a modulation
periodiity of ∼ 38 µm. This is by an order of magnitude
larger than the optial standing-wave periodiity (0.33
µm) and therefore its inuene on a band-gap struture
is small. However in a ase of extreme multimode ondi-
tion, mode beating should be onsidered to appropriately
dene the band gap struture.
We use a text-book solution to the Mathieu equation
eigenvalue problem [17℄ to build a band-gap struture of
the periodi potential (1) as a funtion of the refrative
index modulation depth. In Fig.4 the behavior of the rst
energy gap is shown for weak modulation depths. The
gap quikly widen and depart towards higher frequeny
as the modulation beomes stronger. For ∆n = 0.1 the
lower gap edge is already ∼ 1.5 nm away from the laser
mode frequeny and ∼ 3.2 nm wide whih learly pre-
vents its observation. Only for weak refrative index
modulations it is possible to see the gap and ll some
population in the seond band. In Fig.4 the range of the
gaps observed in the experiment is boarded by vertial
lines that orrespond to refrative index modulations be-
tween ∆n ≈ 0.048 and ∆n ≈ 0.066. These values are
reasonable and an be obtained in the gain medium. For
stronger potentials (lower polarization angles) the gap
ontinue to widen and move towards higher energies un-
til the population of the seond band beomes invisible.
For smaller potentials (higher polarization angles) the
gap is no more visible and the optial spetrum beomes
narrower.
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Figure 4: Band-gap struture for weak modulation potential
(eq.(1)). Bordered by vertial lines is the region where the gap
is experimentally visible in the optial spetrum (see Fig.2).
In fat the observed perturbation of the refrative in-
dex is very small and we an onsider a simple pertur-
bation theory to alulate the energy gap opening at the
boundary of the rst Brillouin zone [18℄. The perturba-
tion theory analysis predits a gap width ∆ω/ω0 ≈ ∆/2.
For example, for ∆n ≈ 0.048, ∆ω/ω0 ≈ (∆n)
2/2 ≈
1.2×10−3 whih is in exellent agreement with the result
shown in Fig.4.
In onlusion we show a regime of distint multi-mode
dynamis in a semiondutor laser subjet to intense vari-
ably rotated optial feedbak. Our oherene length and
optial spetra measurements reveal a giant gap in the
optial spetrum in a spei range of the feedbak polar-
ization rotation angles. The observed gap is more than
a terahertz wide leading to essentially two-olor emission
onditions. We suggest a theoretial approah based on
slow arrier diusion ondition whih predits formation
of a arrier density grating in the avity. The grating
modulates the refrative index of the gain medium whih
opens an energy forbidden gap in the optial spetrum of
the laser. We show ontrol on the gap position and width
by means of rotation of the feedbak polarization angle
indiating the ability to tune the indued potential.
We note that a similar nonuniform optial spetrum
was reently identied in a short external avity high
power SL under resonant ondition [9℄. Finally, the
wide optial spetrum, demonstrated in the experiments,
makes the high power SL subjeted to polarization ro-
tated feedbak an exellent andidate for using in appli-
ations where a bright inoherent soure is required suh
as optial tomography and inspetion.
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